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FLORIST quality 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT 

Cash orders from this list amounting to $25.00 or more 

may be discounted 5%; amounting to $50.00 or more 7%; 

amounting to $100.00 or more 8%. The prices in this list 

all include delivery charges to your door by insured mail. 

Harrold’s “Pansy Gardens 
seed specialists FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

BOX 29-WA GRANTS PASS, ORE. 



Popular Outdoor 

ANTIRRHINUM - SNAPDRAGON 
Outdoor Snapdragons have been growing more popular in the home garden as 

the difficulties experienced years ago from rust have been substantially controlled 
by Rust Resistant Strains. For that reason the group listed here is to be highly 

recommended to both the bedding plant grower as well as the commercial grower of 

outdoor cut flowers. We have selected these strains of the varieties listed with 
much care from the cultures of outstanding growing specialists. They will give you 
the best stock available. 

TETRAPLOID TYPES: Of recent introduction these are outstanding. 

COLOR Description Price Per Tr. Pkt. j;0z. 40z. j0z. 1oz. 
BRIGHT ROSE: (U.S.D.A. No. 10) Brilliant 

TOSO,:, Med Moy TOL cee te es erecee nee ee $ .65 $1.00 $1.75 $3.00 $10.00 

ORCHID: Rich orchid-purple with yllw. blotch. 1.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 30.00 

PINK SHADES: Deep to rose pink. ................-- 65 1.00 1.75 3.00 10.00 
SALMON PINK: (U.S.D.A. No. 11) Deep. 
Medium tall large, florets. <.cccccueceseete---emaseee 65 1.00 1.75 3.00 10.00 

SUNSET: Bronze to primrose. -..-.:c.cccenssecesun--oe 65 1.00. °1.75" +3.00) 20/00 
WHITE ROSE: (U.S.D.A. No. 6) Salmon pink 
with . whitey’ tu bes, + cixcsccesaceaeseeeee eens recs .65 1.00 1.75 3.00 10.00 
YELLOW: Golden yellow. Large and attractive. 65 1.00 1.75 3.00 10.00 

GIANT RUFFLED MIXTURE: Large flowers, 
grand) color: range.” occc-cce eee ee cee es eee .50 .80 1,40 5.00 

NOVELTIES & NEW INTRODUCTIONS. 

COLOSSAL STRAIN: Tremendous vigor. Stems 

3’ tall filled with the largest florets even under 

adverse culture. All colors in a fine blend. .... 40 65 1.00 1.75 5.00 

NARAMEK STRAIN MIXED: Tall giant-flower- 

ed strain containing many striking bicolor 

COMPING HONS, cc-tt ee eee ee .40 66, 1,00 1.75 6.00 

SKYSCRAPER: A tall, base-branching mixture 

of pastel’ shadeg:, <::.- 2:2, see ee eee .40 65 1.00 1.75 6.00 

MAJUS GRANDIFLORUM, Rust Resistant. About 2’ to 2.’ tall. 

COLOR Description Price Per j;0z. 40z. 402, loz. 
AUTUMN GLOW: Old rose suffused amber, gold lip. $ .40 $ .60 $1.15 $4.00 
BRILLIANT ROSE: True rose pink. -...-...-....-------0-------- .40 60 1.15 4,00 
CHERRY ROSE: Brilliant deep shade as named. 40 .6€0 1.15 4.00 
ORANGE SHADES: Not the usual copper brome but 

&. true. oF anges! cac.2 eek. a ee eae ee ence ee .40 .60 1.15 4.00 
PARDE* Brilliant ¢rims onsees ee e e 40 60 1.15 4,00 

ROSALIE: A fine true rose for cutting, -....----.-..----------- -40 60 1,15 4.00 
SCARLET DEFIANCE: A popular red shade. . .40 60 1.15 4.00 

SHASTA: A* fine. cream. Whites sgcee--2 cee ee .40 60 1.15 4.00 
YELLOW JACKET: Deep shade of canary yellow. .....- .40 .60 1.15 4.00 

MAJUS FINE MIXED: All shades in a fancy blend. .-- +35 565 1,00 3.20 

MAXIMUM, Rust Resistant. About 21%’ to 3’ tall. 

ALASKA: (Snowflake) A very satisfactory white. ...... .40 .60 1.15 4,00 
APPLE BLOSSOM: Rose pink with white tube. - .40 60 1.15 4.00 

CAMPFIRE: Luminous scarlet. ........2...:.----<css----2 .40 60 1.15 4.00 
CANARY BIRD: Light canary yellow. .40 60 1.15 4.00 

COPPER KING: Bronzy copper. ...... 40 .60 1.15 4,00 
CRIMSON: Very striking shade of crimson, 40 .60 1.15 4.00 
LOVELINESS: Soft rose pink. -.......0-:0-0------ ==j aye £0) WOON, 1: 16ie 00 
PARADISE ROSE: Very fine rose pink. ......--.:2--0-----0--- 40 60 1,15 4.00 
VELVET GIANT: Deep velvet red. Vigorous and re- 

sembles the Tetra type. Large flowers. ...--...-----:--------- 40 .60 1.15 4.00 
YELLOW GIANT: A deep yellow. ....--.-.--cc-cec--ceeseesee== 40 .60 1,15 4.00 
MAXIMUM GIANT MIXTURE: All colors blended. .... 35 55 1.00 3.20 



Pan American 

PETUNIA ORIGINATIONS 
This group of Petunias have had much popularity in the past several years. They 

are outstanding in quality and you will find them a valuable group for your bedding 

plant and pot plant operations. Allegro was rated Top Annual 1950 by Men’s Gar- 

den Clubs of America. Ballerina was All American Winner for 1952 and Comanche 

was A.S.S. selection 1953. 

DOUBLE FLOWERED TYPES: 

ALLEGRO: Scarlet salmon in bud opening bright deep salmon. Fully double 

fringe 3%’’ to 4’’ flowers. A dwarf vigorous grower base branching, About 

12’’ high, 24’’ spread. An all purpose variety. 

CAPRICE: A bright rose of attractive shade. Other characteristics similar to 

Allegro. 

MINUET: Orchid-lavender, some blooms variegated. Taller than the two above 
(18’’) but about the same spread. Pinching in early growth suggested for 

better plant form. 

NOCTURNE: Violet-purple - dark. Flowers medium large - 3’’ to 3%’’ but 

fully double fringed. Plant habit medium tall (15’’) with 24’’ spread. A good 

bedding sort. 

RHAPSODY: Burgundy wine-red. Large flowered - 3%’’ to 4’’ and fully double 

fringed. Uniformly dwarf 12’’ by 24’’ and freely base branched. Very excellent. 

SONATA: Pure white. Large flowered - 3%’’ to 4’’ and freely fringed full 

double. Medium dwarf - 18’’ by 24’’. Suggested March 1st planting for May 

1st setting. Pinch early in growth for better form. 

PRICES: Originators seeds, 1% Trade Packet $2.75; Trade Packet $4.50; 

Yog oz. $8.50; gp, oz. $16.00; zy, 0z. $29.50 per item. 

GLORIOUS MIXTURE: A formula mixture, from straight colors. Percentage is 

as follows: Allegro 25; Caprice 35; Nocturne 5; Rahpsody 10 and Sonata 20, 

Pinch taller plants to uniform height. Be sure to transplant ALL, not just the 

‘stronger plants as weaker plants in double Petunias are usually the -best 

doubles. 

PRICE: YY Trade Packet $2.25; Trade Packet $4.00; Wog0z. $7.60; 
woz. $14.45, 

AMERICAN IMPROVED: Bright rose. Flowers about 2%’’, full double plain 

edged. Vigorous 16’’ by 20’’. 

PRICE: Trade Packet $2.50; Yogoz. $4.50; gy 0z. $8.00. 

F/1 HYBRID GRANDIFLORA TYPES: A very outstanding type. 

BALLERINA: A. A. S. 1952. Soft glowing salmon, 3%’’ to 4’’ well fringed and 

free flowering. Dwarf, compact-spreading 12’’ by 2’ to 3’ spread. Set at 

least 20’’ apart. 

BOLERO: Bright rose-pink. Flowers 3%’’ to 4’’ ruffled and slightly fringed, 

Good habit 15’’ by 20’’. 

LA PALOMA: Pure white, yellow throat. Well fringed and free flowering. 

TANGO: Deep scarlet-salmon, Deeply fringed 3%’’ to 4’’, Plant 12’’ by oa?” 

PRICES: YY Trade Packet $1.35; Trade Packet $2.50; IWog oz. $4.50; 

gy 0z. $8.00. 

F /1 HYBRID MULTIFLORA: 

COMANCHE: A.S.S. 1953. Searlet red - the deepest red Petunia. Very free 

flowering 24%’’ base branching. Plant about 1’ by 18’’. A grand bedding sort. 

LINDA: Clear, light salmon-pink. Very free flowering 2%’’ to 3’’. Compact 

plant 15’’ by 24’’. 

PRICE: Trade Packet $1.75; Y4og 0z. $3.50; g: oz. $6.50. 

DWARF ERFURT TYPE: Dwarf plant habit fringed flowers. 

ROSITA: Soft rose, netted or cream throat. Ruffled and fringed 3%’’ to 4’’. 
Plant dwarf and compact - vigorous 12’’ by 12’’. Perfect for pots. 

CARMENCITA: Deep scarlet salmon. Fringed and uniformly dwarf -10’’ by 12’’. 

PRICE: Trade Packet $1.50; Yog oz. $2.00; yy oz. $3.50. 



FLORIST STAAIN 
PETUNIA SEEDS 

PETUNIA GIANT FLOWERED RUFFLED 
About 150,000 seeds per ounce. Average production about 800 plants per 1/49. oz. 
The largest flowering group heavily ruffled. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per Tr. Pkt. og 0z. yy oz. 
DWARF GIANTS OF CALIF.: Ramona dark shades, ............ $1.00 $1.50 $5.00 

DWARF GIANTS OF CALIF.: Ramona light shades. ............ 1.00 1.50 5.00 
DWARF GIANTS OF CALIF.: Ramona light & dark mixed. 1.00 1.50 5.00 

(NOTE: Our Ramona strain is the best American Grown.) 

GLAMOUR: Very large flowered salmon-rose. ..................----- 1.00 1.25 4.50 
PARAMOUNT MIXTURE: Fine robust habit doing well in 

the less favorable cultural situations. Good color range. .. .75 1.00 3.50 
RUFFLED MONSTERS: Fine large flowered mixture. ..... ce -50 -85 2.50 
SALMON BEAUTY: (Marylyn) The largest rich salmon. 

SPECIAL FLORIST MIXTURE: Medium dwarf, fine color 

PRD WON oth ee cau cee eRe tha hee teens coiowckaee eto ae -50 MAY) 2.50 

SUPER DWARF MIXTURE: The most dwarf, best for pots. 1.00 1.50 5.00 
SUPER FLUFFY RUFFLES: Ruffling so heavy appears 

-80 1.10 4.00 

almost) double. Fine ‘color? mixturenl.ncscsmscse ee ee 65 .90 3.00 

SUPREME FLORIST STRAIN: Fine blend of rose, pink and 

BML ON eae aaah as oe none tc keno nS eRe oe ge 65 90 3.00 
WHITE GIANT: (NEW) Largest ruffled white, yellow throat. -75 1.00 3.00 

PETUNIA GRANDIFLORA SINGLE FRINGED. 
Strong growing, free flowering, 12’’ to 16’’ high. Some spreading, 

Flowers medium to large fringed at the edges. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per Tr. PEt. Yog oz. xy 02. 
DAINTY LADY: Delicate yellow, sometimes cream. Compact. $ .70 $1.25 $4.00 

FRINGED SNOWSTORM: Compact, vigorous white. -............. .60 1.00 3.00 
LACE VEIL: Dwarf, fringed pure white. Fine for pots. -....... .60 1.00 3.00 

PINK TRIUMPH) Bright, 20Se spin ogee oeeee ee cree eee nce eeeeeeren -60 1.00 3.00 
THEODOSIA IMPROVED: Fringed rosy-pink, golden throat. -60 1.00 3.00 

WHITE MOUND: (NEW) Uniform, compact pure white. .... -60 1.00 3.00 

FRIMBRIATA CHOICE MIXED: All varieties in fine blend. .50 85 2.75 

DWARF HYBRIDA Fancy - Ruffled & Plain Edged. 
This group is fine for edging. The plants are 8’’ to 12’’ high 

and are literally covered with medium large, mostly ruffled flowers. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per Yogoz. w0z. 7 02. 
ADMIRAL: Compact violet blue. Flowers waved. ..........-------- $ .50 $1.50 $2.25 
KING HENRY: Intermediate height deep red. -.............-...-.---- -50 1.50 2.25 
LITTLE GIANTS MIXED: Ball shaped covered with ruffled 

1 CON) Pied Ramee ee ee te suey etwas BS yor te us BOOe ae ee eget AE ee -65 2.00 3.50 
MARTHA WASHINGTON: Attractively frilled blush pink. .. .70 2.00 3.75 
PINK FRILLS: Bright rose pink. Early & free flowering. .... 1.00 2.25 4.00 

VELVET BALL: Compact, velvety blood red. 8’’ tall. -......... 65 2.00 3,50 

GRANDIFLORA PLAIN EDGED. 
Free flowering 12’’ to 16’’ plants with plain edged flowers freely 
produced having heavy texture. Many with velvety sheen. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per Wo,0z. x02. 02. 
BURGUNDY: Rich wine red with white throat. -..................... $ .90 $3.25 $ 6.00 
DAZZLER: Compact brilliant scarlet. —.......-.0..2..-ccccceceesnccence-eon 1.00 3.50 7.00 
DWARF ELK’S PRIDE: Favorite velvety purple. -.-.-............. .90 3.25 6.00 
DWARF PINK GLORY IMP: Deep rose pink, white throat. 1.00 3.50 7.00 

FLAMING VELVET: Compact, velvety all blood red, ............ .90 3.25 6.00 

POPCORN: (NEW) The most compact potting white with all 

the size and form of Snowstorm. Trade Pkt. $1.00 _._..... 2.50 8.00 15.00 

ROYALTY: (NEW) Rich purple & white variegated. Striking 1.00 3.00 6.00 

SNOWSTORM IMP: Best florist white with yellow throat. .. 1.00 3.50 7.00 

SUMMER NIGHT: (NEW) A much more compact version of 

Dwarf Elk’s Pride. Blooms about 3 weeks later and is ideal 

BS. “DOE Dare bees ee ra nee monroe mee eee nee Sneewanecensu a ecnudontesase 1.00 3.50 7.00 
WHITE CLOUD: A newer compact pure white, -............. me .90 3.25 6.00 

SPECIAL MIXED: All the Grandiflora shades blended, ........ .80 3.00 5.50 

SS re et oe 
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PENDULA or BALCONY. 
For garden or window box and hanging baskets, Pendent 18’’ 

to 24’’ with many single, plain edged flowers larger than bedding types. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per 7; 02. 

BLACK PRINCE?) Deop volvety ub etke teceercecc tet copsecche est ec const cemoeceeres $ .65 

DEEP BLUE: Large true blue. ..... .50 

RED SW Be rillieaty C020 80 Yisme cee ee ee at enlace seh et se=sescces-accueWesaccusnaven .50 
ROYAL ROSE: (NOVELTY) Clear warm rose of huge size. .... 65 

STAR OF CALIFORNIA: Violet purple with white star. -......... -50 
WHITES) Excellent epuren whiten cess cece eb ate tnoveneerncanes. .50 

PENDULA MIXTURE: All colors in popular blend. -..... -50 

HYBRIDA BEDDING TYPES. 
DWARF NANA COMPACTA: Compact bedders 12’’ to 16’’ 
high. Many single plain edged flowers. For bedding. 

BLUE BEDDER: Compact mid-blue of attractive shade. ............ -75 
CELESTIAL ROSE IMP: Compact deep rose. .......--.--..-.--.--++----- .40 

CEEAM STAR: Star shaped cream white. .....,.........2...--------seeese-e= 40 

ENGLISH VIOLET: Violet purple of excellent habit. -....-....-..... -75 

FIRE CHIEF: (Gold Medal 1950) Fire engine red. .... Pkt. 60¢ 1.25 

GLOW se Darringer onrmine, red) .2s5ec-so-oecccncnee cen ceeecesestce ne Pkt. 60¢ 1.25 

HEAVENLY BLUE: (Silver Blue) A popular soft blue. --........ .60 

IGLOO: Compact free flowering snow white. -..............----..--- ‘ -75 
LIPSTICK: (NEW) Carmine-rose, salmon sheen, no fading, .... 1.25 
PEACH RED: New deep salmon rose. Vigorous. ...... .60 

BOSE OF HEAVEN IMP: Dwarf bright rose. .~......... .40 

ROSY MORN IMP: Popular rose with white throat. -..... . .40 

SNOWBALL IMP: Compact pure white. Round flowers. ............ .60 
TOPAZ QUEEN: Compact, large scarlet rose, ...........-..222------------- -40 
VIOLACEA: Deep velvety purple. ............-.-.----2--------0--+ 40 
EXTRA SELECT MIXED: All shades in fancy blend. 40 

HYBRIDA TALL. 
Strong growing 20’’ to 24’’ tall. Flowers freely with 
quantities of plainedged flowers. 

BLUE BEE: Color of Viola Jersey Gem. A fine blue. ............-- .35 
FLAMING VELVET: Tall blood red. -.................-.-.-- 40 
GENERAL DODD: Deep blood red. Shorter habit. - ‘ .35 
HOWARD’S STAR IMP: Reddish purple with white star. -50 

RADIANCE: Cerise rose with salmon undertone. ............ .40 
ROSE KING IMP: A very rich rose shade. ........ -35 

TOPAZ ROSE: Rose with golden throat. .. -40 
VIOLACEA: A deep velvety purple. .........---.-..---- 40 
WHITE KING: The best pure white of this type. -...........- Laws 35 
CHOICE HYBRIDA MIXED: All colors in a useful blend. -..... .30 

4 oz. 

$2.25 
1.50 

1.50 
2.25 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

2.75 
1.35 
1.35 
2.75 
4,25 
4.25 
1.80 
2.75 
4,25 
1.80 
1.35 
1.35 
1.80 
1.35 
1.35 
1.25 

4 oz. 
$4.00 

2.50 

2.50 

4.00 

2.50 

2.50 

2.50 

2.00 
2.50 
2.00 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 

2,50 
2.50 
2.00 
1.60 

VERBENA SEEDS 
These popular bedding plants always are in much demand during the spring 

planting season. We offer a practical selection of the most useful sorts. Figure at 

the rate of 6,000 or 7,000 plants per ounce. 

VARIETY COLOR Price Per 40z. } 02. 

ANNAPOLIS CRLUE a Drmeemid=plioresencse- cre cecensce dace canncoteesnosesce $ .50 $ .85 
BEAUTY OF OXFORD HYBRIDS: Variable rose-pink to red 

SHEETS UBC apap osc We Ad. et ae” 2 alll 0 aan ey i a .50 85 

BRIGHTNESS: Cerise scarlet with white eye. -... aes -50 -85 
CERISE QUEEN: Bright cerise red, salmon sheen, .........---------- 50 .85 
FLORADALE BEAUTY: Large flowers of red and pink shades. .50 .85 
LAVENDER GLORY: Lavender with white eye. Variable. ........ 50 .85 
LUCIFER: Brilliant scarlet self. An old favorite. ...........--.------- +50 .85 
LUMINOSA: Deep salmon shaded pink with white eye. ..... oe dele, -85 

MOUNTY: Rosy cardinal red. Very nice. -...........--:.--es-------- 50 = .85 
PURE WHITE: A good clear strain. ........... oe 00!) 7.85 
ROYALE: Rich deep blue with creamy eye. .......-..:-:-----00--0c0-0* 50 .85 
SPECTRUM RED: An intense bright red. ..............:.:--20---0e---=- 50 .85 
SPITFIRE: Very large flowering scarlet rose. ........ 50 .85 
VIVID: Brilliant sunproof scarlet, upright bushy habit. Striking. -50 .85 

GRANDIFLORA MIXTURE: A wide range of shades of the 
Mosimaeswablemtypemers see te ee ee ee Ek .50 85 

1 oz. 

$3.00 

3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3,00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3,00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 

3.00 



Harriold’s GLOXINIA SEEDS 
We offer here the most complete selection of these seeds available from a single 

source in the U.S.A. The culture of these is not difficult and is covered by our 

cultural leaflet that accompanies each shipment. 

HYBRIDA GRANDIFLORA MIXTURE: A very fine blend of colors in the long 

tubed, giant flowered types. An excellent selection for the fancier. 
DEFIANCE: The most brilliant fiery scarlet. 
EMPEROR FREDERICK: Scarlet, bordered white. 
EMPEROR WILLIAM: Dark violet, bordered white. 
MONT BLANC: Glistening pure white. 
ROI DES ROGUE: Brilliant blood scarlet, beautifully frilled. 

VIOLACEA: Velvety blue-purple. 

WATERLOO: Attractive bright scarlet ruffled. 

PRICE POSTPAID WITH CULTURAL BULLETIN: Per packet, about 300 seeds 
$1.00; 4 packets for $3.50. 

GIERTH’S HYBRID RED: Very rich colored, huge flowers. Flexible leaves. 

GIERTH’S HYBRID BLUE: Blue shades. Otherwise same as above, 

GIERTH’S HYBRID WHITE: Very fine, large white. 
HARROLD’S SHADES OF ROSE: A new super giant type in shades of rich rose. 

Leaves are flexible. 

HARROLD’S GIANT FLORISTS RED: Blood red. Leaves flexible & a good shipper. 
PRINCE ALBERT: Giant violet with white throat. 

SPOTTED HYBRIDS: A new selection of the most unusual, large flowered spotted 

types. Many colors mostly in light shades. 

SWISS RED & WHITE: Very attractive color and markings. Flexible leaves. 

FLORISTS GIANT MIXTURE: A select blend of large flowered types and colors 

well suited for commercial] culture. 

PRICE POSTPAID WITH CULTURAL BULLETIN: Per packet, about 300 seeds, 
$1.50; 3 packets for $3.50. 

COLEUS SEEDS 
These plants are widely popular and those produced from our seed have excited 

much favorable comment from our customers. In spite of their being in mixed colors 

and markings, many new color combinations are produced and these are attractive 

to many gardeners because of their novelty. There is a distinct demand for these 
along with those normally grown by cuttings from named varieties. The cost of pro- 

duction is low. Why not try a few on your market this year? They may surprise you, 

LARGE LEAF TALL: A mixture of brilliant colors, robust plant habit suitable for 

back borders or individual specimen plants. 

SMALL LEAVED MIXTURE: Brightly colored and compact these are best adapted 

for low border plantings. Do nicely in pots. 

GLORY BLEND: This variety is fine for pots as well as edgings. Leaves are 

medium large and brightly colored yet the plants are reasonably compact, 

SEEDS OF THE ABOVE THREE SORTS: Trade Pkt. $1.00; 3 Pkts. $2.50; +; oz. 
$3.50. 

FLORISTS’ DECORATIVE BLEND: A new group of medium height with rather 

large leaves. Distinguished by their fine range of colors and markings, many of 

light and pastel shades. The robust, compact growth suits them well for pot 

culture and borders. 

SEEDS: Trade pkt. $1.25; 3 pkts. $3.00; y; 0z. $5.00. 

Harrold’s “Pedigreed GIANT PANSIES 
This line is America’s most complete quality line of Pansies and Violas. A large 

catalogue is necessary to properly list all the 86 varieties. Most of you have received 

this catalogue but if not now handy another will be supplied on request. You should 
have one on file. 

It’s about time to think of spring plantings now for seeds sown before Feb, 20th. 
will make good spring sales plants. Early Jan. sowings will give blooming stock 
by late April. Ordering seeds should be given thought NOW. 



Harold's HARDY PRIMROSES 
These keep growing in popularity among home gardeners and whether you grow 

from the seeds or want some plants now for potting and spring sales your attention 
to these is especially seasonal just now. 

Seeds planted from now until March or April will afford you fine plants for 

sale and setting in the fall. These will be the stock for sale a year from now. 

Plants offered here may be shifted into pots, plant bands or right into the bed 

in a cool house or coldframe to supply during the spring sales season this spring. 

Supplies are modest so suggest booking needs as soon as you can. 

HARROLD’S SHADES OF BLUE: These are especially attractive and popular but 

the supply is never enough to meet all the demand. This is a polyanthus strain 

with shades ranging from bright azure blue to violet blue and comes about 75% 

in this color range - as true as any blue strain we’ve ever found. A few other 

colors produced are generally dark shades. Flowers are large and plant habit good. 

SEEDS: $1.50 per pkt., about 200 seeds; 3 packets $4.00; 10 packets $12.00. 

PLANTS: First year, nice transplanting size. 25 for $4.00; 50 for #7. 00; 100 
for $12.00 postpaid. 

POLYANTHUS RED SHADES: A brilliant range of this color. Giant flowering. 

POLYANTHUS YELLOW SHADES: Canary to deep yellow-orange. Giant flowers. 
POLYANTHUS WHITE: Ranging from cream to pure snow white. Large flowers. 

SEEDS: Packet any of the above 3, $1.25; 3 packets $3.50 your selection. 

HAREROLD’S PEDIGREED GIANTS: A strain of our own breeding. Polyanthus- 
Veris hybrids. This is the largest type available today and the range of colors 

and markings in this blend is ontstanding. Not only are the bright base colors 
represented but the mixture carries many novelty and pastel shades which lend 

interest to its culture. Growth is robust, disease resistant and the flower heads 

are massive. 

SEEDS: Packet, about 300 seeds, $1.00; 3 pkts. $2.50; y; oz., about 1500 seeds, 
$4.00; 1% oz. $7.50; % oz. $14.00; % oz. $25.00; loz. $50.00; 2 ozs. $95.00. 

PLANTS: Yearling of nice size for spring, 50 for $6.00; 100 for $11.00; 250 

for $25.00 postpaid. 

Culture sheet supplied with all Primrose orders. 

Pazcifie Giant DELPHINIUM 
Without doubt these are the most popular today in the American market. The 

flowers are huge, doubles high in percentage and coloring is exquisite. Plant habit 

is tough for windy locations, not too large for the average garden and they are as 

disease resistant as any Delphiniums that have ever been developed. We’ve stand- 

ardized on them exclusily. 

BLACK KNIGHT: Really dark shades of velvety texture. 

BLUE BIRD: A fine medium blue with white bee. 
BLUE JAY: A very intense, brilliant blue with dark bee. 

CAMELIARD: An exquisite pure lavender. Very striking. 
GALAHAD: The finest pure white ever produced. Heavy in double flowering 

plants and comes quite true for a white. 

GUINEVERE: A new pinkish-lavender with white bee. 

KING ARTHUR: Royal violet-blue with white bee.. 
LANCELOT: Pure lilac with white bee. 
ROUND TABLE: An exquisitely blended mixture of all the select, named colors. 
SIR PERCIVAL: The newest white with black bee. 

SUMMER SKIES: Light blue with attractive white bee. 

SEED PRICES: Note that these are offered in 1/10th ounce units rather than 
geometric fractions. You’ll find our prices more economical and you can buy any 
number of the 1/10th ounce units at the same as the full ounce rate. Minimum of 

each variety sold 1/10th ounce at $1.20; 2/10ths, $2.40; 1 ounce $12.00; 2 ouncea 

$24.00. May be assorted in 1/10th ounce units. 

PLANTS: We have a few hundred second year ones in Round Table Mixed at 

10 for $2.50; 25 for $4.90; 50 for $9.50; 100 for $18.00 F. 0. B. Grants Pass, Ore. 



FUCHSIA 
SEEDS 

Interesting for the experimentally 

minded and fancier. These seeds from 

one of the finest collections in the 

country. 

SUPERLATIVE MIXTURE: All from 
crosses of top show varieties. Many 
pastels. PER PKT., about 150 seeds, 
$2.00; 1,000 seed, $11.00. 

DOUBLE & SINGLE MIXED: Quite 
choice. PER PKT., about 150 seeds, 
$1.50; 1,000 seed, $6.00. 

Fractional ounce prices on request, 

CULTURE 

Is relatively simple and covered by 

a cultural leaflet sent with each order. 

Will bloom in about 8 months, 

SWEET PEAS 
CUTHBERTSON SPRING FLOWERING 

These are an important addition to this highly valued group of flowers. This 

strain has great vigor and produces a profusion of flowers of large size and much 

fragrance, Their main value above this is that they flower under glass better in 
spring than the winter flowered types. Planted from October till February they 

make a good commercial crop well into late spring. Cultured outdoors they do well 
almost everywhere and make possible Sweet Pea culture in hot climates where these 

beautiful flowers were not successful before. Try them and you’ll like them. 

BILLY: Light carmine. 

CAROL: Clear pink on white. 

COLINE: Scarlet cerise. 

CONNIE: Chamois. 
DANNY: Navy blue. 

DAVID: Bright rose crimson. 

DORIS: Distinct cherry rose. 

EVELYN: Salmon cream pink. 

FLORA: Rose carmine. 

FRANCES: Clear salmon pink. 

FRANK G.: Rosy lavender. 

HAZEL: Light blue. 

HELEN: Blush pink. 

HARROLDS REVIEWS 
You will be hearing from us more often in future as we are placing this p 

cation back into our schedule. The addition of more modern and larger lithogra: 
equipment to our printing department will permit better production schedules 

we plan to make these more valuable to you as development now under way perm 
In the case of any change in your mailing address we would appreciate this inf 

JANET: White, black seeded. 

JENNIE: White, white seeded. 

JESSIE: Mauve. : 

JIMMY: Deep scarlet. Unusual size. 

KATIE: Rosy cream pink. 

KENNETH: Crimson. 

LIZA: Deep maroon. 

LOIS: Clear rose pink. ~ 

MARION: Cream, black seeded. 

RONNIE: Deep orange. : 

RUTH: Deep rose pink. f 

WILLIAM: Oream, rose picotee edge. — 

FINEST MIXED: All shades well blended q 

mation so as to correct our mailing file. Going by third class mail accurate addre: S- 

ing is essential for delivery. § 


